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Abstract. It is shown that every group of sense preserving automorphisms of a polyhedral graph 
is isomorphic to a group of rotations of the sphere. 
A polyhedral graph is a finite 3-connected planar graph. Mzni [ 51 
has proved that there exists a 3-dililensional convex polyhedron P to 
every polyhedral graph X, such that X is isomorphic to the skcle:on 
consisting of the vertices and the edges of P and such that every auto- 
morphism of X is induced by a symmetry of P. This clearly implies that 
every group of sense preserving automorphisms of a polyh;dr:zl graph 
is isomorphic to a group of rotations of the sphere. A.n ir!dependent 
proof of this result is also due to Sabidussi (oral communication). The 
aim of this note is to provide a concise new proof. 
By a result of Whitney [ 61, every polyhedral graph has a unique em- 
bedding inta the sphere. Therefore we can assume henceforth without 
loss of generality that a polyhedral graph X is already giben with an em- 
bedding into the sphere. Then every automorphism of X maps faces in- 
to faces and every sense preserving automorphism of X can be extended 
to a sense preserving transformation of the sphere. As has been shown in 
[ 1; 2; 3 ], every such transformation (of finite period) which is not the 
identity is homesmorphic to a rotation of the spkre. 
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Proposition 1. Let G be a finite group of sense preserving transjkma- 
tions of the splzere. Then G is isomorphic to a group of rotations of the 
sphere if the Jfollowing condition is satisfied: 
( 1) Any two nontrivial e;kzxnts of G which have a common fixed 
point are powers of one and the same element 01‘ G. 
Proof. In [4, pp. 16 1- 1681, the finite rotation groups of the sphere are 
determined by making use of only algebraic methods and the following 
geometric properties, satisfied by any finite groulp G of rotations of the 
sphere: 
(2) Every nonidentity element of G has exactly two fixed points. 
(3) Let lz, b be nonidentity elements in G with the fixed points cwl, a2 
and fit, fiz _ If d E G maps a’] into pt , then it maps cu2 into p2. 
(4) Let H be a subset of G consisting af the identity and all elements 
oI* G having the fixed points al, a2. Then H is cyclic. 
As sense preserving transformations are homeomorphic to rotations, 
condition (2) is satisfied. The validity of (3) and (4) follows easily from 
( 1) and (2). This proves the proposition. 
Proposition 2. Every group G of sense preserving automorphisms of a 
polyhedral graph X is isomorphic to a group of rotations of the sphere. 
Proof. It suffices to show that G is isomorphic to a transformation group 
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1. To this end we triangulate X 
by introducing one additional vertex on every edge and in the interior 
of every face of X and by joining the new vertices in every face with the 
old aad new vertices on the boundary. The resulting graph we call Y. 
The group G induces a group G’ of automorphisms of Y. A face f of Y 
is fixed as a whole by an element a‘ E G’ if and only if a:’ fixes every ver- 
tex off. But then the element a = a’/V(X) E G fixes a vertex of X with 
all incident edges and has to be the identity by Whitney’s result. 
Let &I’, denote the set of vertices of X, V2 the vertices of Y lying in 
the interior of an edge of X and V, the vertices of Y in the interior of a 
face of X. Further,, we take a triangle A =: (d*, d,, d,) in the plane and 
for every face f of YJ= (q, u~,u~), vi E Vi, we choose a homeomor- 
phism qf off onto A *which maps Ui intc di, the edges (Vi, Vi + 1) onto 
(df, d,+l) and the: interior off into the interior of A. We can define the 
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qf such that tp#n g = pg /j’n g whenever the facesf and g have common 
points. 
& 
To every element a’ E G’ we define a homeom:orphism a” of the sphere 
by setting 
for all faces f of Y. The elements a” form a group G” of sense preserving 
transformations of the sphere and the mapping a + a” is an isomorphism 
of G onto G”. We note that the elements a” E G” are uniquely deter- 
mined by any edge I! of Y and its image a”e. 
We have to show that G” satisfies condition ( 1). iif dn element u” E G”’ 
has a fixed point cy 4 V(Y), then a” fixes every face crT Y containing (x. 
But then Q” is the identity. Thus the fixed points of any nonidenlity 
element a” E G” are in V(Y). Let ar be a fixed point ibf a” and let 
eO,, . . . . e,_l be the edges of Y incident with CY in positive cyclic order. 
E5ery nonidentity element b”E G”’ with the fixed poi qt cy maps e. into 
an edge b”eo = eb”() with b”O f 0 (mod n), and b”i = i + b”0. Clearly, 
there is an integer m such that n2/c”O for any c” E G” u.ith C”CI! = (2, and 
al;! element d”in G” with 8’ 0 =: m. If 6” 0 = m k we have bit e, = 
(a “)ho and thus b” = (dt’)k. By the same argument then: is an h with 
a” = (~!“)k , and therefore G” satisfies condition ( I ). This proves the 
proposition. 
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